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AGENDA

• Team Updates
• Progress on 6-Year Strategic Plan
• Research Updates by Market

• Interim Model Status
• FY24 Insights
• FY25 Research Plans
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• Bonnie has been promoted to in new role as 
Manager of Planning, Evaluation, Research & 
Policy as of April 8th

• The Market Research Team Lead position is  
currently vacant

• Hope to fill it soon
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• Bonnie has been promoted to in new role as 
Manager of Planning, Evaluation, Research & 
Policy as of April 8th

• The Market Research Team Lead position is  
currently vacant

• Hope to fill it soon

• Joan goes on maternity leave in the summer 

• More staffing updates coming soon 
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Progress on 6-Year Strategic Plan

Current Action Plan Period (2022 – 2027)

Jan 2022
Action Plan 
Period Started

Jan 2025
Interim Model Forecast 
& Results

We are here!

Interim Models

Final Models

Continuous market research

June 2028
Final Model Results

Priority 1: Quantify and report Momentum Savings to 
contribute to meeting BPA’s resource needs. 
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Planning

December 2027
Action Plan Period Ends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points for Bonnie:We have 4 priorities in our 6-year strategic plan. The first one, which is also the main one we focused on in FY24, was “Quantify and report Momentum Savings to contribute to meeting BPA’s resource needs.” �This is our core mission and top priority. We are committed to delivering these resources as directed by BPA’s Energy Efficiency Action Plan to help BPA deliver low-cost, reliable, and low-carbon power to the region.[CLICK]In the EEAP we forecasted 30 aMW of Momentum Savings for the 2022-2027 period across our four core markets (nonresidential lighting, residential HVAC, nonresidential adjustable speed drives, and commercial HVAC), and our main FY24 goal under this Priority was to develop interim market models to refine our Momentum Savings forecast. We’re still working on finalizing these interim market models, but based on early information from them, we are confident that we can achieve 30.0 aMW of Momentum Savings in 2022-2027.  Looking forward, BPA plans to complete its interim market models in 2024 then shift its focus to filling data and information gaps through data collection and market research efforts in 2025 and 2026. This period of research and data collection will not only support BPA’s final market models, but also provide market intelligence to maximize program impact.  BPA plans to begin working on final modeling for the 2022-2027 period in late 2026, with final savings results in mid-2028.



Progress on 6-Year Strategic Plan
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Priority 2: Generate market intelligence that helps 
programs and policy makers maximize impact and 
improve program equity. 

Priority 3: Integrate carbon and capacity / demand 
flexibility metrics into market research to fully 
communicate the value of demand-side resources.

Priority 4: Study changes in electric load to support 
power planning.
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Presentation Notes
Talking points for Bonnie (the icons appear as you click through):Priority 2: Generate market intelligence that helps programs and policy makers maximize impact and improve program equity.  [CLICK]Market research results can inform data-driven decisions about program offerings, strategies, and policies. These decisions can increase the positive impact BPA’s programs have in the region by bringing new and equitable efficiency opportunities to BPA customers, business owners, and residents of the Northwest. In 2023, we collaborated with BPA’s program teams to establish a process for us to regulary check in with programs and collaborate on research opportunities. In FY24, we have followed this process and improved our engagement with programs (with our quarterly check-ins). We have also received 6 market research requests from programs ranging from the ag sector to multifamily buildings, and are actively pursuing them.Priority 3: Integrate carbon and capacity/demand flexibility metrics into market research to fully communicate the value of demand-side resources. [CLICK]Energy efficiency can deliver many more benefits than just annual kilowatt-hour and bill savings. This priority aims to innovate methods for quantifying and reporting additional benefits of energy efficiency. Better clarifying the benefits of energy efficiency will help BPA, its customers, and power planners account for its value in meeting the capacity and demand flexibility needs of the grid and delivering low-carbon resources. We have not made much progress on this priority as our main focus had been on Priority 1 and 2. This is something we plan to revisit in FY25. Priority 4: Study changes in electric load to support power planning.  [CLICK]The regional policies and market trends that drive transport and building electrification are poised to cause electric load to change quickly and more dynamically than in the past, creating new challenges for load forecasters and power planners. We hope to gather research and market intelligence that can reduce risk by helping BPA and our regional partners make informed projections and thoughtful decisions about how to serve future projected electric load growth.Our FY24 goal under this priority was to document current assumptions regarding electrification in regional load forecasts to help us develop and implement an electrification baseline scenario in the res and com HVAC models. We have done the documentation (worked with Council staff) and are actively working on implementing that electrification baseline scenario in the res HVAC model.
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Research Updates by 
Market
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Residential HVAC
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TimelineRes HVAC Interim Model Status

Model Input Highlights
• 2022 RBSA HVAC equipment & efficiency saturations

• Comparisons to 2016 RBSA

• 2022 RBSA building envelope conditions
• “How do we find weatherization in the data?”

Model Results TBD
• 2022-2027 res HVAC forecast of

• Stock characterization
• Annual sales
• Energy consumption
• Total market savings and Momentum Savings

MAY 2024 QUARTERLY CALL

Spring 2024
• Finalize model 

inputs
Summer 2024
• Model calibration
Fall 2024
• Finalize results
Winter 2025
• Share insights
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analyzing the newly available RBSA III data provided a much clearer picture of the res HVAC equipment stock in 2022.We can make sure to calibrate our model so that model results match up with the actual observed stock in 2022.RBSA tells us that in single family homes, the saturation of heat pumps (both ducted and ductless) being used for primary heating have increased since 2016, While zonal electric equipment such as baseboards and wall heaters have decreased. (Haven’t moved the needle much in gFAF (~49%) and eFAF (4%). On cooling, two-thirds of households now have some form of cooling, increased from just over half in 2016. DHPs now one of the main techs used for cooling, but CACs, ducted heat pumps, and room ACs remain the more popular choices (in that order).We are now working hard to analyze building shell data collected in the RBSA, focused on single-family.Collecting and analyzing building shell data is complex because there are many different ways to look at the data.The way different auditors judge the coverage and condition of insulation in an attic could differ quite a bit and significantly impact the overall insulation/heat loss rate.So trying to compare auditor results across time and studies is a daunting task.We are testing out a couple alternative ways to analyze the data across RBSAs to just see if we can find evidence of weatherization in the data.And we’re vetting our analysis with our panel of 3-party experts and stakeholders later this month. What questions will be answered by end of 2024?Annual residential HVAC product flows (sales) by technologyAnnual changes in residential HVAC equipment saturations and envelope conditions Regional residential HVAC energy consumption, total market savings and Momentum Savings



Res HVAC Market Research

Insights gained in FY24
• Heat pump sales surpassed gas 

furnace sales in 2022
• Gas furnace and CAC market share 

declined in 2022
• Variable speed heat pumps a third of 

centrally ducted heat pump sales
• Manufacturers expect to see VSHPs 

and MSHPs take more market share

Upcoming research in FY25
• Analysis of 2023 HVAC sales by new 

metrics (HSPF2/SEER2) and others?
• Market intelligence update from smart 

thermostat manufacturers
• BIG market characterization refresh

12MAY 2024 QUARTERLY CALL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time since we began tracking regional sales in 2016, the volume of heat pumps sold in the region has surpassed gas furnace sales. Related to this finding is that gas furnace and CAC have declined in their share of the market, as heat pumps now maintain the majority share of the market. The third key takeaway is that the variable speed heat pump technology has grown significantly in the market over the last few years, and they now make up more than a third of the centrally ducted heat pump market.Last but not least, when we spoke directly with manufacturers at the 2024 AHR Expo, several manufacturers said they expected to see variable speed heat pumps and mini-split heat pumps gaining more market share in the coming years.In FY25, after we have wrapped up our interim model forecasts, we will be busy pursuing multiple market research projects in res HVAC. We’ll continue to analyze annual sales data collected by NEEA… this summer we’ll be analyzing the 2023 sales data that have new metrics. We’ll update our understanding of the advanced smart thermostat market by collecting confidential sales data and insights from manufacturers.We’ll also do a general market characterization refresh to address the biggest uncertainty and questions we have from the interim model.
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Adjustable Speed 
Drives
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ASD Interim Model Status 
Model Input Highlights
• Added commercial pumps and fans

• New 2019 CBSA insights on commercial ASD activity

• Pump and fan load factor analysis based on BPA and CA 
data

Model Results TBD
• 2022-2027 C&I pump and fan forecast of

• Stock characterization
• Energy consumption
• ASD total market savings and ASD Momentum Savings

MAY 2024 QUARTERLY CALL

Timeline

Spring 2024
• Finalize results
Summer 2024
• On break
Fall 2024
• Share insights
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big part of our work on updating model inputs has been to incorporate commercial pumps and fans.Part of that is digging into the most recent CBSA study that gave us a good picture of commercial pump/fan stock as well as ASD saturation Similar to industrial, commercial pumps have a higher ASD saturation than their fans counterpart and are also being adopted at a faster pace.Another big research effort we undertook in FY24 was to improvement our understanding of average pump/fan load profiles (and load factors).Load factors are the biggest driver of pump/fan energy consumption, so important to get right in our model.We leveraged metered data that already exist from BPA’s custom projects and NEEA’s pump research, as well as similar data from CA IOUs. We analyzed data from over 400 projects to produce load factors that are much more accurate/precise.We also vetted this analysis with industry experts and stakeholders, and they considered this to be the newest/best available data with multiple use cases.[Notes: Load factor represents the average power output of a system relative to its nominal horsepower over the course of a year.] 



ASD Market Research

Insights gained in FY24
• Load factors by sector, equipment 

type, and control type from 
metered data

• ASD-controlled systems 
consistently operated at lower 
average load factors than their 
non-ASD-controlled counterparts

• Drive distributors a viable channel 
to collect regional drive shipments 
data

Upcoming research in FY25
• Inaugural drive shipments data 

collection from drive distributors
• BIG market characterization 

refresh
• Where/how can we talk to 

drive, pump and fan market 
actors?

15MAY 2024 QUARTERLY CALL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of insights gained, we definitely got a lot out of the load factor analysis I mentioned previously.We now have much more precise average load factors for C&I pumps/fansAND the analysis based on real metered data confirmed the real savings that we get from ASDs… There were statistically significant differences in load factors between ASD-controlled systems and non-ASD-controlled systems across all types.Another big insight we gained in FY24 was around drive sales and shipments data.One of the biggest updates that we want to make to the model is to collect more regionally specific and time-granular data on the ASD market.We want to be able to track this market in more real time, like we do with HVAC and lighting.So we spent the past year doing a pilot effort and talking to drive market actors on the feasibility of collecting regional ASD shipments data.Responses were promising and we think we can collect the data we need from drive distributors that sell to the region.Which leads us to first item on our FY25 research plan… kick off the region’s inaugural drive shipments data collection project.We’ll also be doing a market characterization refresh in parallel. 
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Commercial HVAC 
Market Research
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TimelineComm HVAC Interim Model Status
Model Input Highlights
• First market model for commercial HVAC

• Finalized inputs with Expert Panel feedback

• In process of conducting QC to ensure accuracy 

Model Results TBD
• 2022-2027 Commercial HVAC forecast of

• HVAC stock in new construction and large retrofit projects 

• Energy consumption for permitted construction

• Total market savings and Momentum Savings for this 
segment

MAY 2024 QUARTERLY CALL

Spring 2024
• Finalize model 

calibrations, QC, 
and testing

Summer 2024
• Finalize Results 
Early Fall 2024
• Share insights 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Model Input Highlights First integration of Market Model for Commercial HVACBased primarily on data from 2016-20201 HVAC Permit Data Study (new construction and large retrofits) – you can find information on this on our website. We have finalized all of the inputs to the Market Model Our expert panel was essential in helping evaluated and finalize these inputsWe ran the Market Model & got "reasonable" resultsNo we are in the process of QC and should have numbers to share by June 5th Model Results2022-2027 Commercial HVAC forecast ofHVAC stock in new construction and large retrofit projects Energy consumption for permitted constructionTotal market savings and Momentum Savings for this segment



Commercial HVAC Market Research

Insights gained in FY24
• Created a building simulation tool 

for the development of UECs and  
proper market analysis   

• Visibility on impact of different 
HVAC technologies in our region

• Importance of ERVs for DHP and 
VRF systems

• They must be paired to have significant 
energy savings. 

Upcoming research in FY25
• In-depth analysis of HVAC market, 

market research, energy savings 
potential, and future data needs

• Collection and analysis of 
distributor sales data 

• Participate in CBSA research 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insights gained on FY 24Created a building simulation tool for the development of Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) values. These UEC workbooks were essential in the a proper market analysis. Visibility on impact of different HVAC technologies in our regionImportance of ERVs for DHP and VRF systemsThey must be paired to have significant energy savings. Upcoming research in FY25HVAC ZOOM OUT with the intent to do an In-depth analysis of HVAC market, market research, energy savings potential, and future data needs, As every year we are continuing to do the annual collection and analysis of distributor sales data. We are hoping for more commercial data in the 2023 collection which we will begin to do analysis of data on June 1Participate in CBSA research 
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Nonresidential 
Lighting Market 
Research
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NRL Interim Model Status 
Model Input Highlights
• All inputs have been developed with Expert Panel 

feedback
• In process of conducting QC to ensure accuracy 
• Includes calibrations based on COVID 19 impacts

Model Results TBD
• 2022-2027 nonresidential lighting forecast of

• Stock characterization
• Energy consumption
• NRL total market savings and Momentum Savings

MAY 2024 QUARTERLY CALL

Timeline

Spring 2024
• Finalize model QC, 

calibrations, and 
testing

Summer 2024
• Finalize results
• Analyze 2023 sales 

data
Fall 2024
• Share insights
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Model Input HighlightsAll inputs have been developed with Expert Panel feedbackIn process of conducting QC to ensure accuracy Includes calibrations based on COVID 19 impactsModel Results TBD2022-2027 nonresidential lighting forecast ofStock characterizationEnergy consumptionNRL total market savings and Momentum Savings



NRL Market Research

Insights gained in FY24
• Impacts of COVID-19 on lighting use 

in commercial buildings and analysis 
of how those effects are expected to 
persist

• Expected change on lighting product 
efficacy over the next five years

• Data availability is currently is not 
robust enough to include controls in 
the NRL market lighting model

Upcoming research in FY25
• Collect and analyze sales data from 

distributors

• Monitor impacts of state and federal 
regulations on sale and use of 
legacy lighting technologies 

• Conduct interviews on market trends 
with Manufacturers at LightFair 2025

• Monitor the controls sales, use and 
data availability 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insights gained in FY24Impacts of COVID-19 on lighting use in commercial buildings and analysis of how those effects are expected to persistExpected change on lighting product efficacy over the next five yearsData availability is currently is not robust enough to include controls in the NRL market lighting modelUpcoming research in FY25Collecting 2024 sales data from distributorsMonitoring impacts of changing state and federal regulations on sales of legacy lighting productsFluorescent bans in Oregon began in 2024 with compact fluorescent bulbs and will include tubes in January 2025 and in Washington beginning January 2029Conduct market actor interviews on lighting and controls trends with lighting manufacturers at LightFair 2025 – particularly important since there is no Light Fair in 2024Continue monitoring growth of controls in the market and data availability to include controls in the final model updateParticipate in CBSA activities 
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Bonnie Watson  |  Joan Wang  |  Juan Carlos Blacker
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Market Research Team, Energy Efficiency, BPA

bfwatson@bpa.gov  |  jjwang@bpa.gov  |  jcblacker@bpa.gov 

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings

Thank You for Attending
August 2024 Quarterly Call is cancelled, see you in November! 

mailto:bfwatson@bpa.gov
mailto:jjwang@bpa.gov
mailto:jcblacker@bpa.gov
https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/efficiency/market-research-and-momentum-savings
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